
 

Link-40 Automatic High Speed Vertical Unpacking Machine 
 

 
 
The company has more than 10 years of independent research and development of unpacking 
machine experience, and learn from Japan, Germany and other international counterparts in the 
unpacking machine advanced technology, the selection of imported parts, electrical parts and 
pneumatic components; The color of the automatic box unpacking machine is red, but also 
according to the needs of customers, configuration suitable for the corresponding production line 
machine color: light volume, pulley complementary, flexible displacement, more convenient 
installation and debugging. Adopt vertical storage cardboard, and can be replenished carton board 
at any time, no downtime, more time, more packaging. 
 
Structure design of this box unpacking machine: 
 
A complete carton suction, unpacking, forming, folding, sealing and other packaging processes. 
Suitable for automatic unpacking and sealing of cartons of various sizes. If you need to change the 
size of the carton, you can adjust it manually, which takes 1-2 minutes; The unpacking machine 
can be operated independently or used together with automatic packing line. 
The unpacking machine has stable performance, reliable quality, strong applicability, high 
packaging efficiency and long service life; High degree of automation: automatically open the box, 
automatically replace the cover, automatically seal the bottom tape, the machine adopts PLC+ 
display screen control, greatly convenient operation, is an essential assembly line equipment for 
automatic large-scale production. Machine performance fine honey durable, tight structure design, 
no vibration during operation, stable and reliable operation; Equipped with blade protection device, 
avoid accidental stab during operation, safe production, good packaging. Relying on the 
advantages above, carton automatic forming back sealing machine SCK-40 has been widely used 
in food, medicine, beverage, tobacco, daily chemicals, toys, electronics and other industries at 
home and abroad. 
 
 
 



 
Technical Parameters: 
 

Product model Link-40 

The power supply 220V/ 50Hz /   0.4KW 

Working air pressure/air consumption 6kgf /cm²   450nl/ min 

Packing specification 280≤L≤500;160≤W≤400;150≤H≤400 

The belt speed 8~10 boxes/min 

Packing tape BOPP/PVC 

Tape size W48mm 60mm  75mm 

Installation dimensions L 2050 * W 1950 * 1450mm 

The net weight 400Kg 

 


